Abstract. Chinese handwriting signature is a useful biological feature for identity verification. This paper presents a hybrid signature identification method. Applying wavelet transform to each stroke of signature, reliable signature characteristic is extracted. Subsequently, a desirable classifier is introduced to distinguish various pseudo signatures from the real one. Then an identification method is developed correspondingly and its performance is demonstrated by computer simulations.
Introduction
Chinese handwriting signature is combined actions of psychology, physiology and optics [1] . By verifying the writer's identity on the basis of handwriting, Chinese signature identification can efficiently distinguish various pseudo signatures from the real one [2] . As an efficient approach of biometric personal identification, Chinese signature identification can be helpful for many kinds of information security systems, such as credit card transaction in electronic commerce and the authority of electronic documents. In the last decades, Chinese handwriting signature identification has become an active research topic in the domain of computer vision and pattern recognition [3, 4] .
At present, a few signature identification methods have been presented on the basis of Fourier transform and neural networks [1] [2] [3] . But these methods have some shortcomings, such as the low identification rate, the difficulty to perform and the tendency to lose geometric qualities of the signature [5, 6] .
Due to perfect property about adaptive feature and mathematical microscope feature, wavelet transform has become a focus issue in the domain of signal processing. This paper presents a hybrid method to extract signature characteristic through wavelet transform. Characteristic extraction is a kernel step of Chinese signature identification, which can directly determine system performance. Chinese handwriting signature is composed of a few strokes and each stroke can be considered a curve. Spline function can efficiently deal with curve and surface in the domain of computer graphics. At first, a group of 4th order spline wavelet is presented on the basis of spline function. Subsequently, wavelet transform is applied to each stroke of signature in accordance with wavelet formula of multi-resolution analysis. The extracted signature characteristic has better properties such as rotating-invariant, translating-invariant and dilating-invariant. At last, a proper classifier is introduced to identify the signature whether it is authentic or forged through distance match. Computer simulation results show that the proposed method has better stability and reliability.
Spline Wavelet Bases
The basic principle of wavelet transform is to seek for a series of orthogonal wavelet bases, on which original signal can be decomposed and synthesized. Spline function has many desirable properties, such as recursion, local positive supported, multi-scale and the smallest compact supported [2, 3] .
The mth order spline N m satisfies the following properties [1, 6] :
(1) 
Here we introduce a function as
Suppose that 
The discrete inverse Fourier transform of H(ω) is impulse response {h l }l=0…511 from scaling function ψ(t), whose value can be calculated. Due to space constraint, the values of h l and g l (l=0…511) are omitted here where g k =(-1)
k-1 h 512-k k=1…511 and g 0 =(-1)h 1 . After preprocessing, each stroke of specific signature can be expressed by 512 discrete complex number [1, 2, 6] . Supposed that the signature have M strokes, the mth stroke can be described as 
Matching Identification
After a series of stable feature values of the signature is extracted, one can utilize distance match to identify whether a specific signature is authentic or forged. The classical distance match method is Euclidean distance, which can be expressed as the following equation: From Table 1 , one can find that the method proposed in this paper is more effective and stable than the traditional method. Indeed, after stable feature extraction, the samples' distribution is more reasonable than before and the samples are more likely to assemble to the mean value. In other words, the samples tend to be act as normal distribution.
Conclusions
As combined actions of psychology, physiology and optics, Chinese handwriting signature has become an important approach for biometric personal identification. Based on wavelet transform, a hybrid signature identification method is proposed in this paper. As this method constructs the 4th B-spline wavelet and applies wavelet transform to each stroke of a signature, the extracted signature characteristic is more effective and reliable, thus enhancing the effects of identification. The appropriate classifier is developed and further improves the identification performance. The theoretical framework developed here should provide a strong foundation for future research and application.
